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Abstract

Keywords

Introduction: The calculation of exertion intensity, in which a change is produced in the
metabolic processes which provide the energy to maintain physical work, has been defined as
the anaerobic threshold (AT). The direct calculation of maximal lactate steady state (MLSS)
would require exertion intensities over a long period of time and with sufficient rest periods
which would prove significantly difficult for daily practice. Many protocols have been used for
the indirect calculation of MLSS. Objectives: The aim of this study is to determine if the results
of measurements with 12 different AT calculation methods and calculation software [Keul,
Simon, Stegmann, Bunc, Dickhuth (TKM and WLa), Dmax, Freiburg, Geiger-Hille, Log-Log,
Lactate Minimum] can be used interchangeably, including the method of the fixed threshold
of Mader/OBLA’s 4 mmol/l and then to compare them with the direct measurement of MLSS.
Methods: There were two parts to this research. Phase 1: results from 162 exertion tests
chosen at random from the 1560 tests. Phase 2: sixteen athletes (n = 16) carried out different
tests on five consecutive days. Results: There was very high concordance among all the
methods [intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) > 0.90], except Log-Log in relation to the
Stegamnn, Dmax, Dickhuth-WLa and Geiger-Hille. The Dickhuth-TKM showed a high tendency
towards concordance, with Dmax (2.2 W) and Dickhuth-WLa (0.1 W). The Dickhuth-TKM
method presented a high tendency to concordance with Dickhuth-WLa (0.5 W), Freiburg
(7.4 W), MLSS (2.0 W), Bunc (8.9 W), Dmax (0.1 W). The calculation of MLSS power showed a
high tendency to concordance, with Dickhuth-TKM (2 W), Dmax (2.1 W), Dickhuth-WLa (1.5 W).
Conclusion: The fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l or OBLA produces slightly different and higher
results than those obtained with all the methods analyzed, including MLSS, meaning an
overestimation of power in the individual anaerobic threshold. The Dickhuth-TKM, Dmax and
Dickhuth-WLa methods defined a high concordance on a cycle ergometer. Dickhuth-TKM,
Dmax, Dickhuth-WLa described a high concordance with the power calculated to know the
MLSS.

IAT, MLSS, OBLA, Lactate, Cycle ergometer

Introduction
The calculation of exertion intensity, in which a change is
produced in the metabolic processes which provide the
energy to maintain physical work, has been defined as the
anaerobic threshold (AT).[1] The calculation must be exact
and is of great interest for training control.[2–8] The AT is
also thought to be of significant interest for the control of
daily physical activity [9–11] as well as for the rehabilitation
of patients with various disorders.[12–17] The intensity of
the exercise, which indicates the transition from low to high
intensity in an exertion of long duration, presumably
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represents the most constant workload which can be carried
out with oxidative metabolism.[11] In low exertion intensity
exercises, the concentration of blood lactate [LA] maintains
constant values, as long as the intensity remains constant,
because of the elimination of lactate exceeding its muscular
production.[18–25] In high intensity exercises, [LA]
increases progressively because the production of muscle
lactate exceeds its elimination.[17] In this range of different
exertion intensities there is one in which the [LA] remains
stable, so consequently the maximal lactate steady state
(MLSS) would be the maximum exertion intensity in which
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a balance exists between the appearance and disappearance of
lactate in the blood.[21–23,26–34]
The direct calculation of MLSS requires performing various tests at a constant exertion intensity and with sufficient
duration, in which the reality of the steady state is assessed
and which allows for the differentiation of the maximum
exertion intensity in which the steady state is produced.
[11,19,29] Therefore, computation of MLSS would require
exertion intensities over a long period of time and with
sufficient rest periods which would prove significantly difficult for daily practice and, logically, for the control and
monitoring of any sportsperson.[11,20,29,30,34,35] The
situation is even more complex if we do not know the AT
of the athlete in question. We would be forced to carry out the
tests at a number of different intensities which, with the
previously mentioned duration, would make the process
excessively time-consuming.
Since Hollmann, in the year 1959, defined the “point of
optimal respiratory efficiency”,[36] many progressive graded
protocols have been used for the indirect calculation of MLSS,
thereby defining the AT. Different methods exist for this calculation depending on the physiological parameter used: analysis
of exhaled gases,[17,36,37] the [LA] in peripheral blood,
[7,24,29,38–42] the concentration of lactate in saliva,[43]
heart rate (HR) [26,44–51] and the rate of perceived exertion
(RPE), as measured on the Borg scale.[52–56] One of the most
commonly used methods is the measurement of [LA], because
of its economy, reliability and ease, both in the laboratory and
on the training and playing ground.[2,8,9,11,18–20,57]
At first, AT was defined as a fixed threshold at 4 mmol/l
[58] or Onset of Blood Lactate Accumulation (OBLA).[7]
Over time, many authors have continued to use the concept of
the fixed threshold at 4 mmol/l, both for monitoring training
and as a comparative value in research.[59–61]
The aim of this study is to determine if the results of
measurements with 12 different AT calculation methods and
calculation software [Keul, Simon, Stegmann, Bunc,
Dickhuth (TKM and WLa), Dmax, Freiburg, Geiger-Hille,
Log-Log, Lactate Minimum (LM)] can be used interchangeably. We include those measurements obtained with the
method of the fixed threshold of Mader/OBLA’s 4 mmol/l
and then compare them with the direct measurement of
MLSS in Phase 2 of this study. Our proposed research is
unique as a search of the current literature does not yield any
existing studies which analyze such a large number of methods, in comparison to the MLSS.

Our first hypothesis is that different calculation methods
yield different results and the second hypothesis is that the
fixed thresholds produce an overestimation of exercise capacity, which does not match the MLSS.

Material and methods
There were two parts to this research: a retrospective, transversal, experimental phase using the results of tests carried
out over 4 years, followed by another prospective, transversal,
experimental phase.
Participants
Phase 1
Results were analyzed from 162 exertion tests (n = 162)
chosen at random from the 1560 tests performed in the
same medical consultation room with the same aforementioned protocol. The tests were performed over 4 years, executed by the same accredited health staff, with [LA] values
measured by the same analyzer unit and carried out with the
same equipment (Table 1). The 162 exertion were chosen as
they met certain criteria: they all had been performed using
the same cycle ergometer (as opposed to those which used a
previous cycle ergometer), all the lactate values had been
analyzed with the same type of lactate analyzer. In this
phase, we did not possess the ability to measure the MLSS,
nor the method of minimum lactate.
Phase 2
Sixteen athletes (n = 16) participated in Phase 2. All participated in various endurance sports with the common factor
being the use of the bicycle as their main training method. Of
the 16 participants, nine were elite category high-performance cyclists, two others were touring cyclists and five
were amateur tri-athletes (Table 1).
The inclusion criteria for Phase 1 were that the athletes were
familiar with the test and had completed at least five steps of the
stress test. In Phase 2, the athletes also had to maintain a training
level of at least 200 km per week by bike as well as be able to
complete the distribution of the proposed test and accept the
prescribed diet and training plan. The exclusion criteria were as
follows: the participants had not completed a prior test; they did
not manage to complete five steps and the presence of any
medical problem (injuries or illnesses) or food intolerance in
the month prior to the test. In addition, in Phase 2, inability to

Table 1. Participant characteristics. Descriptive data (minimum, maximum, mean and SD).
Participant characteristics
Phase 1 (n = 162)

Phase 2 (n = 16)

Variable
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
SD
Minimum
Maximum
Age (years)
16.0
47.0
24.8
6.2
19.0
38.0
Height (cm)
172.0
192.0
173.8
11.0
165.0
190.5
Body mass (kg)
45.8
97.5
70.9
8.7
58.0
83.0
VO2max (ml/kg/min)
47.6
64.7
54.6
5.1
52.5
69.2
BMI (au)
16.7
30.0
23.2
2.0
20.0
24.9
Fat (%)
4.2
23.1
12.9
3.0
7.4
16.1
Sum 6 (mm)
13.8
146.4
56.8
17.2
38.0
86.1
FFM (kg)
38.3
82.1
61.6
6.9
53.2
74.6
Fat (%), fat percentage; FFM (kg), fat free mass; BMI, body mass index (arbitrary units); Sum 6 (mm), 6 folds summation.

Mean
26.8
176.0
70.5
58.9
22.7
11.2
53.6
62.5

SD
6.8
6.2
6.5
4.9
1.6
2.7
15.7
5.6
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attend over the proposed 5 days of the test (Monday to Friday)
was also criterion for exclusion.
The participants were informed of the experimental processes as well as the proposed tests and gave their written
consent. The experimental process to which the athletes were
subjected fulfills the guidelines established in the Declaration of
Helsinki (1964) and its procedures are in compliance with the
Data Protection Act [Ley Orgánica 15/1999 de Protección de
Datos de Carácter Personal (LOPD)], having obtained the relevant permission from the Ethics Committee of the University of
the Basque Country (EHU-UPV). The anthropometric data of
the participants from both phases appears in Table 1.
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General procedure
This study compares 12 methods of individual anaerobic threshold (IAT) calculation, and furthermore, compares them with the
results obtained in the MLSS test. In Phase 1, results obtained
over 4 years were compared in accordance with the aforementioned criteria. Each sportsperson carried out a Staggered
Progressive Incremental Maximal test (SPIM) on a cycle ergometer. In Phase 2 of the study, the participants carried out
different tests on five consecutive days, from Monday to Friday,
at the same time, following a specific schedule (Table 2). On
Monday they conducted the usual ergometer protocol; on
Tuesday before the usual ergometer protocol they conducted
two sprints at high intensity. On Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays they performed the constant test.
Physiological tests

Over a 4 year period the data were collated from the tests carried
out by each sportsperson during a SPIM test on a cycle ergometer employing the following protocol: initial power starting
at 50 W with a 3-min duration of steps, then increasing power by
50 W from step to step, without pauses between them. A blood
sample was secured from the ear lobe for blood [LA] measurement in the last 15 s of each step.[62] The same protocol has
been used in accordance with a previously published protocol
using this type of test.[63] Furthermore, our research group
recently published a study,[64] using the same protocol with a
top Himalayan climber. This article has been published in the
top scientific journal in the field of altitude phenomenon.[23]
Furthermore, the use of protocols with different steps to this
50 W/3 min protocol (30 W/5 min; 25 W/2 min; 50 W/2 min)
presented no differences in the calculation of AT.[29] All tests
were carried out by the same health care staff under standardized laboratory environmental conditions. In this phase, the
possible methods (Table 3) were analyzed in line with the
followed protocol, but it was not possible to analyze the lactate
minimum (LM) methods.[24]
Table 2. Schedule of Phase 2 of the research, carried out by each
participant.
Research schedule
Tuesday
2nd sprint +
SÌM

Phase 2
The second part of the study consisted of an initial phase in
which the necessary staggered tests were carried out for the
calculation of the different IATs. Two tests were required
since the initial SPIM protocol [62] did not allow for the
calculation of the LM method. The method was calculated by
drawing a polynomial curve of grade 2, in which the lowest
point of the curve was measured. In the followings days, the
tests at constant intensity were carried out (minimum 3), for
the direct measurement of MLSS, in line with the Beneke
protocol, in which exertions are carried out at a constant
intensity for 30 min [19] (Table 3). The Ws of the first of
these were fixed depending on the mean value from the
different IAT calculations. On the following days, minimum
2, they were calculated with increases and decreases in power
from the previous Ws by 10 W. The increase or decrease of
power depended on the result of the [LA] values in the first
of the 30 min tests. Blood samples were taken for measurement of lactate every 5 minutes (before, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30
and 3 minutes after finishing). LM method and MLSS were
only evaluated in Phase 2 because they require a special
protocol, which was not conducted in Phase 1, because the
data of said Phase 1 were obtained during routine checks over
4 years. Phase 2 involved a specific new research.
Among the methods for calculating the threshold, the ventilator method has not been included because its determination
involves a different protocol [65] and because the objective of
the research was carried out by measuring lactate.
Measurement of biological parameters

Phase 1

Monday
Test
SPIM

3

Wednesday
1st constant
test

Thursday
2nd constant
test

Phase 1. Blood for measuring the [LA] values was taken
from the hyperemiated ear lobe (Radio Salil cream, Lab
Viñas, Spain) at various times: prior to the start of the test,
in the last 15 s of each exertion step, and in minutes 1, 3, 5
and 7 following the last exertion step. The [LA] value was
measured through a Lactate Pro LT-1710 (Akray Factory
Inc., KDK Corporation, Siga, Japan). The calculation of
indirect VO2 was carried out following the indirect formula
proposed by George.[66] This calculation formula is based on
a study of a population of 18–68-year-old subjects and performed on a treadmill. In the authors’ opinion, this formula
provides a relatively accurate regression model to predict
VO2max in relatively fit men and women, ages 18–65 years,
based on maximal exercise (treadmill speed and grade), biometric (BMI) and demographic (age and gender) data, and
this adaptation to cycle ergometer is widely used.[67] As in
any type of calculation, resultant values may diverge from
those obtained from direct measurements.
Phase 2. Blood samples were taken in the same way as in
Phase 1. Likewise, VO2 was constantly measured through a
gas analyzer Oxywith Delta (Jaeger, Viasys Healthcare
GmbH, Hoechberg, Germany), from just prior to the start
of each test until the 3 min after completion.
Statistical analysis

Friday
3rd constant
test

The following computer programmes were used to carry out
the statistical analysis: IBM SPSS Statistics 21.0 (Chicago
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Table 3. Methods used to calculate IAT, threshold of mmol/l and MLSS.
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Method
Phase 1 DickhuthTKM
Keul
Simon
Stegmann

Year
1989

Author(s)
Dickhuth/Berg

System
Method of lactate equivalent, TKM software

1979
1981
1981

Tangent in the lactate curve of 51º34
Tangent in the lactate curve of 45º
Tangent from the lactate value in the recuperation phase to the lactate-time curve equal to the
value of the lactate at the end of the effort
Bisecting line of the angle formed by the tangents at the lowest point of the curve and at the
point equivalent to 15 mmol/l of lactate
Point, on the [LA] curve, which is furthest away from the straight line which joins the initial
load point and the end of the lactate curve
A fixed value of 1.5 was added to the mean of the first four lactate values
Method of lactate equivalent, Winlactat V4.2.0.47 software

Bunc

1985

Keul
Simon
Stegmann, Kindermann
& Schnabel
Bunc

Dmax

1992

Cheng

Freiburg
DickhuthWla
GeigerHille
Log-Log

1981
1988/
1989
1993

Keul/Berg
Dickhuth/Berg

1985

Beaver, Wasermann &
Whipp
Mader/Sjödin & Jacobs Speed in which the [LA] is 4.0 mmol/l

4 mmol/l/
OBLA
Phase 2 Minimum
lactate
MLSS

1976/
1991
1989
2003

Hille/Geiger

Tegtbur et al.
Beneke

Calculation of IAT through software called “LACTAT” with a tangent to the lactate curve at
35.3º and specific polynomial
The logarithms Log [La] and Log VO2 are confronted

Two previous sprints and later SPIM test. Minimum value of the lactate curve would equal
IAT
Minimum three tests at constant speed, of 30 min each one on at least three consecutive days

IL, USA) and Sigma Plot 12.3 (Systat Software Inc., San
José, California, USA). A descriptive analysis of the data was
performed, describing mean ± standard deviation (SD),
including range, mean typical error, and minimum and maximum values. Normality of the sample was checked using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and a parametric test was used,
given its normal distribution. In order to analyze concordance
between the methods, the intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) was calculated. Likewise, and in order to obtain information about the concordance observed and about the presence of systematic differences between the measurements,
Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient was applied. This
was used in conjunction with the method developed by Bland
and Altman, which is based on the analysis of the differences
between individual measurements,[14] studying both the tendency and the limits of concordance for 95%. The minimum
value of concordance used is the same criterion that was later
used to calculate the different exertion intensities when the
tests carrying out to determine power at the MLSS (10 W).
The statistical significance criterion was set at p < 0.05 for
significant differences and at p < 0.01 for very significant
differences.

Results
Below are the results of the analysis of the variables considered during the period of study, the powers obtained by the
different IAT calculation methods, as well as the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l and MLSS in tests carried out on 16 cyclists
who took part in the research.
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
Evaluation of concordance according to ICC values was
carried out in line with the rating proposed by Fleiss [35]
(>0.90 very good, 0.71–0.90 good, 0.51–0.70 moderate,
0.31–0.50 mediocre, <0.30 Bad or null). In the first phase
of this study, as can be seen in Table 4, there is very high

concordance among all the methods analyzed (ICC > 0.90),
except for the Log-Log method in relation to the Stegamnn,
Dmax, Dickhuth-WLa and Geiger-Hille methods, with which
the concordance is high (ICC: 0.71–0.90). In Phase 2 of the
study, however, the concordance is much more dispersed
(Table 5), as the concordance between the lactate minimum
method and Stegmann is very low or null (ICC = 0.264). The
lactate minimum method shows a mediocre or moderate
concordance with the rest of the methods (ICC >0.456 and
<0.682), except with Dmax (ICC = 0.725) and MLSS
(ICC = 0.779), with which concordance is high. The concordance of the Stegmann method is high with all the methods (ICC >0.727 and <0.885), except with the LM
(ICC = 0.264), which, as previously stated, is low or null.
Likewise, the concordance of the Bunc method with the rest
is high (ICC >0.713 and <0.879), except with Log-Log
which is moderate (ICC = 0.547) and LM, which is mediocre
(ICC = 0.482). The concordance of the MLSS measurement
(Table 5) is very high with the methods: Dickhuth-TKM
(ICC = 0.948), Keul (ICC = 0.962), Dmax (ICC = 0.927),
Dickhuth-WLa (ICC = 0.940) and Geiger-Hille
(ICC = 0.920), whilst concordance is high with: Simon
(ICC = 0.896), Stegmann (ICC = 0.780), Bunc
(ICC = 0.879), Log-Log (ICC = 0.792), 4 mmol/l
(ICC = 0.896) and LM (ICC = 0.779).
Study of concordance with the Bland and Altman
method
Phase 1
The results of the method which we have called DickhuthTKM shows a high tendency towards concordance, with a
lower result than Stegmann (9.4 W), whilst it agrees, with a
higher value, with Dmax (2.2 W), Freiburg (7.2 W) and with
Geiger-Hille (8.1), while with Dickhuth-WLa the result is
practically equal (higher by only 0.1 W). The concordance
of this method is low, with a higher result with Keul (23.5),

B-A
ICC

B-A
ICC

B-A
ICC

B-A
ICC

Stegmann

Bunc

Dmax

Freiburg

0.996 (0.994–
0.997)
−33.4 (68)

Simon
0.996 (0.995–
0.997)
−23.5 (58)
0.993 (0.991–
0.995)
9.9 (28)

Keul
0.966 (0.954–
0.975)
9.4 (63)
0.958 (0.942–
0.969)
23.9 (70)
0.967 (0.955–
0.976)
14.1 (63)

Stegmann
0.981 (0.975–
0.986)
−13.7 (45)
0.978 (0.971–
0.984)
19.6 (50)
0.979 (0.971–
0.984)
9.7 (49)
0.948 (0.930–
0.962)
−4.3 (75)

Bunc
0.975 (0.966–
0.982)
−2.2 (50)
0.964
(0.951–0.974)
31.1 (62)
0.979 (0.972–
0.985)
21.2 (50)
0.972 (0.962–
0.979)
−7.2 (53)
0.957 (0.942–
0.969)
11.5 (63)

Dmax
0.991 (0.988–
0.993)
−7.2 (33)
0.987 (0.982–
0.991)
26.1 (52)
0.988 (0.983–
0.991)
16.3 (39)
0.949 (0.931–
0.963)
2.2 (77)
0.973 (0.963–
0.980)
6.5 (54)
0.957 (0.941–
0.968)
−5.0 (67)

Freiburg
0.980 (0.973–
0.986)
0.1 (48)
0.977 (0.968–
0.983)
33.4 (67)
0.979 (0.972–
0.985)
23.6 (51)
0.938 (0.916–
0.954)
9.5 (85)
0.961 (0.947–
0.971)
13.8 (66)
0.950 (0.931–
0.963)
2.3 (71)
0.988 (0.984–
0.991)
7.3 (38)

Dickh-WLa
0.982 (0.975–
0.987)
−8.1 (49)
0.979 (0.972–
0.985)
25.3 (52)
0.984 (0.978–
0.988)
15.4 (47)
0.951 (0.934–
0.964)
1.4 (80)
0.961 (0.947–
0.972)
5.7 (69)
0.947 (0.928–
0.961)
−5.8 (77)
0.984 (0.978–
0.988)
−0.9 (46)
0.991 (0.988–
0.993)
−8.2 (35)

Geiger-Hille

0.922 (0.894–
0.943)
−74.1 (148)
0.910 (0.877–
0.934)
−40.8 (98)
0.904 (0.869–
0.930)
−50.7 (101)
0.882 (0.839–
0.913)
−64.7 (129)
0.921 (0.893–
0.942)
−60.4 (121)
0.889 (0.849–
0.919)
−71.9 (144)
0.916 (0.885–
0.938)
−66.9 (134)
0.900 (0.863–
0.926)
−74.2 (146)
0.893 (0.854–
0.921)
−66.1 (132)

Log-Log

Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and concordance between IAT calculation methods and fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l or OBLA on a cycle ergometer – Phase 1
4 mmol/l
0.989 (0.894–
0.992)
28.5 (57)
0.987 (0.982–
0.990)
61.9 (124)
0.989 (0.984–
0.992)
52.0 (104)
0.960 (0.945–
0.970)
37.9 (76)
0.969 (0.958–
0.977)
42.3 (85)
0.954 (0.937–
0.966)
30.8 (62)
0.987 (0.983–
0.991)
35.8 (72)
0.973 (0.963–
0.980)
28.5 (57)
0.984 (0.978–
0.988)
36.6 (73)
0.905 (0.870–
0.930)
102.7 (205)

ICC, Intraclass correlation coefficient. The confidence interval is 95% between parameters.
B-A, Bland and Altman method: measure of differences (in brackets the confidence interval ± at 95%). The difference between methods in B-A was calculated with the value of the superior line minus the
corresponding vertical.

B-A
ICC
B-A

B-A
ICC

Log-Log

4 mmol/l

B-A
ICC

Geiger-Hille

B-A
ICC

B-A
ICC

Keul

DickhuthWLa

B-A
ICC

ICC

Simon

DickhuthTKM

DickhTKM

Table 4. ICC and Bland–Altman among the calculation methods of the threshold on a cycle ergometer in Phase 1.
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B-A
ICC

B-A
ICC

B-A
ICC

B-A
ICC

Stegmann

Bunc

Dmax

Freiburg

B-A
ICC

LA-min

Keul
0.984 (0.954–
0.994)
−23.6 (33.5)
0.975 (0.929–
0.991)
7.8 (42.5)

Stegmann
0.850 (0.572–
0.948)
−13.3 (26.5)
0.903 (0.724–
0.966)
18.1 (79.5)
0.885 (0.671–
0.960)
10.3 (81.7)

Bunc
0.829 (0.510–
0.948)
8.9 (101.9)
0.781 (0.374–
0.924)
40.3 (116.3)
0.844 (0.555–
0.946)
32.5 (96.0)
0.727 (0.218–
0.905)
22.2 (118.2)

Dmax
0.929 (0.796–
0.975)
0.1 (61.3)
0.905 (0.727–
0.967)
31.4 (72.8)
0.945 (0.842–
0.981)
23.7 (53.1)
0.782 (0.376–
0.924)
13.4 (95.0)
0.797 (0.418–
0.929)
−8.8 (95.7)

Freiburg
0.986 (0.960–
0.995)
−7.4 (32.7)
0.977 (0.934–
0.992)
23.8 (43.0)
0.979 (0.939–
0.993)
16.1 (38.9)
0.895 (0.699–
0.963)
5.8 (82.8)
0.800 (0.429–
0.930)
−16.4 (112.2)
0.889 (0.682–
0.961)
−7.6 (78.1)

Dickh-WLa
0.986 (0.960–
0.995)
0.5 (31.9)
0.968 (0.909–
0.989)
30.8 (49.2)
0.987 (0.962–
0.995)
23.1 (30.8)
0.897 (0.706–
0.964)
12.8 (79.9)
0.795 (0.412–
0.928)
−9.4 (110.9)
0.913 (0.750–
0.970)
−0.6 (68.0)
0.991 (0.974–
0.997)
−6.9 (26.7)

Geiger-Hille
0.951 (0.861–
0.983)
−11.6 (66.7)
0.966 (0.904–
0.988)
19.7 (57.3)
0.961 (0.888–
0.986)
11.9 (59.3)
0.861 (0.603–
0.952)
1.6 (104.9)
0.761 (0.316–
0.916)
−20.6 (134.7)
0.887 (0.675–
0.960)
11.8 (89.9)
0.961 (0.887–
0.986)
−4.2 (61.9)
0.971 (0.917–
0.990)
11.1 (52.5)

Log-Log
0.890 (0.686–
0.962)
−87.7 (103.6)
0.893 (0.694–
0.963)
−56.4 (104.3)
0.869 (0.625–
0.954)
−64.1 (110.7)
0.815 (0.470–
0.935)
−74.4 (126.5)
0.547 (−0.297–
0.842)
−96.6 (182.0)
0.776 (0.359–
0.922)
−87.8 (129.4)
0.892 (0.691–
0.962)
−80.3 (104.9)
0.905 (0.727–
0.967)
−87.2 (97.7)
0.912 (0.749–
0.969)
−76.1 (103.0)

4 mmol/l
0.914 (0.753–
0.970)
22.6 (95.0)
0.937 (0.819–
0.978)
53.9 (83.8)
0.930 (0.800–
0.976)
46.1 (85.3)
0.835 (0.529–
0.943)
35.8 (123.4)
0.713 (0.179–
0.900)
13.6 (157.7)
0.826 (0.502–
0.939)
22.4 (119.9)
0.935 (0.814–
0.977)
30.0 (84.9)
0.943 (0.836–
0.980)
23.1 (79.0)
0.980 (0.943–
0.993)
34.2 (51.6)
0.929 (0.796–
0.975)
110.3 (99.5)

LA-min
0.674 (0.067–
0.886)
−49.6 (112.5)
0.564 (−0.248–
0.848)
−18.3 (130.2)
0.682 (0.089–
0.889)
−26.1 (108.7)
0.264 (−1.106–
0.743)
−36.4 (139.0)
0.482 (−0.483–
0.819)
−58.6 (129.7)
0.725 (0.213–
0.904)
−49.8 (86.5)
0.612 (−0.110–
0.864)
−42.2 (125.3)
0.639 (−0.034–
0.874)
−49.1 (118.2)
0.583 (−0.194–
0.854)
−38.0 (148.2)
0.456 (−0.556–
0.810)
38.1 (174.4)
0.558 (−0.264–
0.846)
−72.2 (168.0)

MLSS
0.948 (0.852–
0.982)
−2.0 (59.1)
0.896 (0.702–
0.964)
29.3 (84.2)
0.962 (0.891–
0.987)
21.6 (49.9)
0.780 (0.370–
0.923)
11.2 (108.1)
0.879 (0.653–
0.958)
10.9 (86.1)
0.927 (0.791–
0.974)
−2.1 (60.7)
0.920 (0.771–
0.972)
5.4 (74.9)
0.940 (0.828–
0.979)
−1.5 (64.0)
0.920 (0.772–
0.972)
9.6 (83.2)
0.792 (0.406–
0.927)
85.7 (135.0)
0.896 (0.701–
0.964)
−24.6 (102.7)
0.779 (0.366–
0.923)
47.6 (94.4)

ICC, Intraclass correlation coefficient. The confidence interval is 95% between parameters.
B-A: Bland and Altman method: measure of differences (in brackets the confidence interval ± at 95%). The difference between methods in B-A was calculated with the value of the superior line minus the
corresponding vertical.

B-A
ICC
B-A

B-A
ICC

4 mmol/l

0.963 (0.893–
0.987)
−31.3 (52.8)

Simon

Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and concordance between IAT calculation methods, fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l or OBLA and MLSS on a cycle ergometer – Phase 2
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MLSS

B-A
ICC

B-A
ICC

Log-Log

GeigerHille

B-A
ICC

B-A
ICC

Keul

DickhuthWLa

B-A
ICC

ICC

Simon

DickhuthTKM

DickhTKM

Table 5. ICC and Bland–Altman among the calculation methods of the threshold on a cycle ergometer in Phase 2.
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with Simon (33.4 W), with Bunc (13.7 W), with the Log-Log
method (74.1 W), while it is lower than in the fixed threshold
of 4 mmol/l (28.5 W).
The method proposed by Stegmann also shows a high
tendency towards concordance with most of the methods
analyzed. The Stegmann method is higher than DickhuthTKM (9.4 W), Bunc (4.3 W) and Dmax (7.2 W), whilst it is
lower than Freiburg (2.2 W), Dickhuth-WLa (9.5 W) and
Geiger-Hille (1.4 W). In this case the concordance is low
with Simon (23.9 W), with Keul (14.1 W), with Log-Log
(64.7 W) with a lower result for these three methods, while
with the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l (37.9 W) the value is
higher. Similarly, in the case of the Dmax method, high concordances have been found, but with lower values, with
Dickhuth-TKM (2.2 W); with Dickhuth-WLa (2.3 W); whilst
concordance with higher values is with Stegmann (7.2 W),
with Freiburg (5.0 W) and with Geiger-Hille (5.8 W).
However, compared with the methods Simon (31,1 W),
Keul (21,2 W), Bunc (11,5 W), Log-Log (71,9 W) and with
the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l (30.8 W) concordance is low,
being higher than them, except in the case of the fixed
threshold of 4 mmol/l, with power less than the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l.
In the calculation of IAT with the method proposed by
Bunc, high concordances have been found with the Keul
method, Bunc being higher by 9.7 W; whilst this concordance
is with lower values with Stegmann (4.3 W); with Freiburg
(6.5 W) and with Geiger-Hille (5.7 W). This Bunc method
shows low correlation with the methods: Dickhuth-TKM
(13.7 W), Simon (19.6 W), Dmax (11.5 W), Dickhuth-WLa
(13.8 W), with Log-Log (60.4 W) and with the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l (42.3 W).
The Freiburg method shows a high tendency to concordance and a lower tendency than Dickhuth-TKM (7.2 W),
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Dmax (5.0 W), Dickhuth-WLa (7.3 W), whilst the concordance is with values higher than Stegmann (2.2 W), Bunc
(6.5 W), Geiger-Hille (0.9 W). The concordance is low with
the methods Simon (26.1 W), Keul (16.3 W), Log-Log
(66.9 W) and with the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l (35.8 W).
The Dickhuth-WLa method shows similar concordances to
Dickhuth-TKM, these being practically equal (0.1 W). Thus, it
agrees, being higher, with Stegmann (9.5 W), with Dmax
(2.3 W), with Freiburg (7.3 W) and with Geiger-Hille (8.2 W).
On the other hand, compared with the methods Simon (lower by
33.4 W), Keul (lower by 23.6 W), Bunc (lower by 13.8 W), LogLog (lower by 74.2 W) and with the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l
(higher by 28.5 W), concordance is low.
In line with the previous methods, the Geiger-Hille method
shows high concordance, with lower values, with DickhuthTKM (8.1 W), with Stegmann (1.4 W), with Dmax (5.8 W),
with Freiburg (0.9 W), with Dickhuth-WLa (8.2 W), whilst it
agrees, with higher values, with Bunc (5.7 W). With the Simon
(lower by 25.3 W), Keul (lower by 15.4 W), Log-Log (lower
by 66.1 W) methods and with the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l
(higher by 36.6 W) the tendency to concordance is low.
As can be seen, the methods Simon and Keul only agree
with each other (9.9 W), although the Keul method also
agrees with the Bunc method, Bunc being higher by 9.7 W.
The method proposed by Beaver, the Log-Log method, does
not agree with any of the other methods, being the one which
universally provides a slightly lower result in comparison
with the other analyzed methods. The fixed threshold of
4 mmol/l or OBLA method does not agree with any of the
other methods, being the one which, in every case, provides a
slightly higher result in comparison with the other analyzed
methods (Table 4 and Figure 1).
Figure 1 helps to clarify this significant volume of data by
showing the means of each method, with the concordances

Figure 1. Mean and SD of the power obtained (W) with each method studied, along with the concordance among them (Phase 1).
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Figure 2. Mean and SD of the power obtained (W) with each method studied, along with the concordance among them and their relationship with the
MLSS measured (Phase 2).

obtained, according to the Bland and Altman method of
statistical analysis, applying the criterion 10 W as the limit.
Phase 2
In Figure 2, in Phase 2 the means of each method can be
seen, with the concordances obtained, according to the Bland
and Altman method of statistical analysis, applying the criterion 10 W as the limit, as previously stated. Likewise, this
data is compared with the result of the speed in the MLSS.
The Dickhuth-TKM method shows a high tendency to
concordance (Table 5), with higher values, with DickhuthWLa (in just 0.5 W) with Freiburg (7.4 W) and with MLSS
(2.0 W), whilst there is concordance with lower values, with
Bunc (8.9 W) and with Dmax (only 0.1 W). With the rest of
the methods the concordance is low. The Stegmann method
shows a high association only with the methods Freiburg
(5.8 W) and Geiger-Hille (1.6 W), Stegmann being lower in
both cases. The Bunc method shows a high tendency to
concordance only with the methods Dickhuth-TKM,
(8.9 W), Dmax (8.8 W) and Dickhuth-WLa (9.4 W), the
calculation with Bunc being higher in all cases. With the
MLSS power, the concordance is on the limit (higher in
MLSS by 10.9 W). The rest of the methods show low concordance. The results obtained by the Dmax method show a
high tendency to concordance and higher values with
Dickhuth-TKM (only by 0.1 W); with Freiburg (7.6 W);
with Dickhuth-WLa (only 0.6 W) and with MLSS power
(2.1 W); while the concordance with Bunc is with lower
values (8.8 W). The rest of the analyzed methods show low
concordance. The Freiburg method shows high concordance,
with lower values, with Dickhuth-TKM (7.4 W); with Dmax,
(7.6 W) and with the MLSS power (5.4 W), but with higher
values with Stegmann (5.8 W), with Dickhuth-WLa (6.9 W);

with Geiger-Hille (4.2 W). With the rest of the methods
(Simon, Keul, Dmax, Log-Log, 4 mmol/l and LM) the tendency to concordance is low. Dickhuth-WLa, shows a high
tendency to concordance with Dickhuth-TKM (0.5 W) and
with the MLSS power (1.5 W), being higher than them in
both cases. It also shows high concordance with Bunc
(9.4 W), with Dmax (0.6 W) and with Freiburg (6.9 W), but
the values are lower with Dickhuth-WLa. However, with the
rest of the methods studied concordance is low. Although the
Geiger-Hille method shows a high tendency to concordance
only with the methods Stegmann (lower by 1.6 W); Freiburg
(higher by 4.2 W) and with the MLSS power (higher by
9.6 W), with the other methods studied the concordance is
close to the proposed limits: Dickhuth-TKM (higher by
11.6 W); with Keul (lower by 11.9 W); with Dmax (lower
by 11.8 W); with Dickhuth-WLa (lower by 11.1 W). With the
rest of the methods the concordance is low.
The Simon and Keul methods show high concordance
only with each other, Keul being higher by 7.8 W. With the
rest of the methods the concordance is outside the set limits.
The rest of the analyzed methods of IAT calculation show no
concordance (Log-Log, LM, Fixed Threshold of 4 mmol/l).
The power obtained with the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l is
slightly higher in all cases and its concordance with the
MLSS is poor, significantly higher than the suggested 10 W
(24.6 W higher with the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l).
On the other hand, the calculation of MLSS power, the
original base for determining exertion intensity on cycle
ergometer, shows a high tendency to concordance, with
lower values, with Dickhuth-TKM (just 2 W), with Dmax
(2.1 W) and with Dickhuth-WLa (1.5 W). The high concordance is produced with higher values with Freiburg (5.4 W)
and with Geiger-Hille (9.6 W). With the methods Stegmann
(11.2 W) and Bunc (0.9 W) concordance is on the limit,
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measurement with MLSS being higher. With the rest of the
methods (Simon, Keul, Log-Log, Fixed Threshold of
4 mmol/l (Figure 2) and LM) concordance is low.
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Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study existing in the
international literature that directly compares the different,
preeminent methods of threshold calculation on a cycle ergometer. In addition, this is the first major study to compare
these various methods of threshold calculation with the
results of direct measurement of MLSS.
The aim of this research was to study which of the
methods used to calculate IAT are suitable for a test carried
out on a cycle ergometer. The calculation methods chosen
represent the most commonly studied and widely used
methods described in the relevant international literature
(Table 3). A secondary aim of the study was to investigate
whether the measurements agree with the OBLA and the
MLSS. We did not analyze some methods for various
reasons. For example, we omitted those which,[68,69]
those where the base method is already included in other
methods,[70] those whose publication in the international
literature is later than the start of this work, and those in
which the protocol used varies greatly from this new protocol.[71] The Log-Log method has been included to assess
whether its LT calculation corresponds to the phenomenon
of the exponential increase in [LA] mentioned by the
authors.[72]
In the two phases of the study, a high concordance was
observed between the Dickhuth-TKM, Dmax, and DickhuthWLa methods, whilst the Freiburg, Bunc and Geiger-Hille
methods agree with some of the methods, but not all. In the
first phase of the study a high concordance was observed
between the Stegmann method (between 1.4 and 9.5 W) and
these methods. This relationship was not observed, however,
in phase 2 in which it only agrees with the Freiburg (5.8 W)
and Geiger-Hille methods (1.6 W). On the other hand, the
thresholds calculated with the Simon, Keul, Log-Log,
4 mmol/l and LM methods show low concordance with
each other and with the rest of the methods described. The
Simon method only agrees with the Keul threshold, which is
logical if we bear in mind that the calculation methodology is
based on the same system.[40,55] The concordance between
the Simon, Keul and Stegmann methods is similar to that
obtained in Phase 1 of this study, with lower powers than the
other methods, similar to Log-Log, LM and 4 mmol/l
methods.
In the analysis of the results obtained with the Stegmann
method, this showed a low concordance tendency with the
MLSS (11.2 W less for Stegmann). These data do not coincide with the results of McLellan and Jacobs, who found that
the Stegmann method of IAT calculation overestimates to a
certain extent the value of the MLSS, with no other indications about correlations or differences between IAT and
MLSS,[73] carried out on a cycle ergometer. Our results do
not agree either with those obtained by Heck, who, in a study
carried out with 22 healthy subjects on a cycle ergometer,
indicated that a significant correlation exists between the IAT
according to the Stegmann method and the MLSS, where the
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IAT was 15.1 W higher than the MLSS.[29] In the same way,
although done on a treadmill, Coen et al. concluded that the
IAT, calculated with the Stegmann method is a valid protocol
with high test-retest reliability for determining MLSS, which
is not modified by the duration of the steps, the degree of
exhaustion in the test or based on warm-up protocol.[74]
Similarly, Baldari et al. concluded that the calculation of
IAT with the Stegmann method is a valid method for determining the MLSS speed, although in some cases it underestimates its value.[18] However, these results contradict
those of McLellan et al., who concluded that Stegmann’s
IAT overestimates the MLSS,[75] indicating that depending
on the criteria used in IAT validation, this method could
overestimate or underestimate the true MLSS.[73]
The high concordance between the calculations with
Dickhuth-TKM and Dickhuth-WLa methods is logical if we
bear in mind that both use the same method, but with different computer applications.[12,76] Therefore, the results
obtained with these and with the Dmax method are very
similar, although the theoretical basis of both methods is
different.[27]
With regard to the Dmax method, this shows a high tendency to concordance, with a minimal increased difference,
with MLSS power of just 2.1 W. These results do not coincide with those of Van Schuylenbergh et al., who carried out
a study with 21 cyclists and reported a high correlation
between the Dmax method and MLSS, but this correlation
was with a significantly lower mean Dmax threshold value
(23 W lower).[1] This lower value, according to the criterion
used in the research, indicates a very low correlation tendency.[34] However, our results are in agreement with those
of Machado et al., who found that the Dmax method, which
they named LT Dmax, has a high concordance with the
S10 km (mean speed over 10 km), although in this case the
calculation was carried out on a treadmill,[77] a possible
limitation in the analysis. Acten and Jeukendrup indicated
that the Dmax method measures the LT, indicating that its
level would be slightly below the MLSS.[78] Likewise,
Czuba et al. did not find significant differences between the
workload in the LT (referring to IAT), determined using
Dmax, and the workload in the MLSS.[79]
A high tendency to concordance between the Bunc
method and the MLSS was not found. This is in contrast to
what Heck indicated in a study carried out with 22 healthy
subjects on a cycle ergometer, in which he referred to a
significant correlation, but did not indicate the degree of
concordance between the two methods.[29]
The LM method does not produce a concordance tendency
with any of the methods studied, even the calculation of
MLSS, showing a clearly lower result in all cases. Our results
contrast with the conclusions of Johnson et al., who indicated
that the LM method showed a high degree of concordance
when they studied it on a cycle ergometer.[80] Our results
also differed with those of MacIntosh et al., who indicated
that the threshold determined with lactate minimum (LMT) is
a reliable and valid method to predict MLSS both for athletes
and cyclists.[81] Finally our results also differ from the conclusions of Strupler et al., who concluded that the LMT is a
reproducible method for assessing the FC in an exertion
intensity in which there is a balance between the production
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and elimination of [LA], in other words, the MLSS.[7]
Likewise, Johnson et al. conclude that the concordance
between LM and MLSS is fortuitous.[80]
The Log-Log method [72] does not agree with any of the
other studied methods or with calculation of power in the
MLSS, with a speed threshold much lower than that obtained
with the other methods (between 1.3 and 3.1 km/h).
Therefore, the Log-Log method cannot be a reference for
comparing the results of the different thresholds, despite the
authors [72] indication that said threshold identifies the exponential increase of [LA], which they referred to as LT.
Although our study has been carried out on a cycle ergometer, our findings agree with the references that LT indicates a slightly lower race speed than that of MLSS,[35] as in
Nogueira et al., who correlate the Log-Log method with the
LT.[82]
In spite of the high tendencies which some of the methods
demonstrate, the limits of concordance among the methods
are extensive, much more so than expected with the concordance tendency that they present. Among the methods show a
high tendency to concordance in our study, the difference in
the concordance index of 95% is at least 26.7 W. This
difference is determined by comparison of calculations performed with the Dickhuth-WLa and Freiburg methods, which
are based on the same theoretical concept and were calculated using the same software. In the rest of the cases with a
high concordance tendency, the differences are between 32
and 112 W. This would lead us to think that although the
concordance tendency might be high, the variability of the
results with each method is too great.
The main hypothesis of our study was that the analyzed
methods would calculate the same exertion power in a test
carried out on a cycle ergometer. In the end, this is only true
for the Dickhuth (TKM or WLa), and Dmax methods, which
show practically the same results. Meanwhile, six of the 12
methods studied (50%) for the calculation of IAT or AT
(Simon, Keul, Stegmann, Log-Log, Fixed Threshold of
4 mmol/l and LM) differed greatly from the results obtained
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with the other methods and a further three (Bunc, Freiburg
and Geiger-Hille) show a relative concordance with the rest
of the methods and among each other.
In both phases of this study, the analysis of concordance of
the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l or OBLA, one of the thresholds which appears most in published works,
[8,20,25,57,59,60] produces a slightly higher power (between
13.6 regarding Bunc and 110.3 W regarding Log-Log) than
any of the methods analyzed of IAT calculation (Tables 4 and
5). These results agree with those of Beneke, who determined
that the threshold of 4 mmol/l does not correspond to the IAT
in rowing.[20] Although carried out with long distance runners, the conclusions of Foxdal et al. also agree with our
results, as they concluded that the OBLA is inadequate for
predicting MLSS (Figure 3), probably because the MLSS in
this type of athlete is reached at a lower [LA].[83] This same
author previously stated that, depending on the athlete (long
distance runners vs firefighters) the fixed threshold of
4 mmol/l over- or under-estimates the maximum aerobic
speed.[84] However, the results obtained contrast with those
of Abe et al., who accepted the validity of the FC in the
OBLA as a control of exertion intensity for training,[1] They
also disagree with those of Sjödin and Jacobs (1981),[56]
who closely correlated the threshold of 4 mmol/l with performance in a marathon. Contradictorily, Bentley et al. indicated that the OBLA is considered an index for determining
performance capacity, but in their conclusions they commented that it is not valid for relating it to the power developed in
a CRI of 20–90 min.[8]
The study of the correlation of the power in MLSS shows
a high concordance tendency with some of the IAT calculation methods studied. Among the methods that produce a
high tendency to concordance, some slightly overestimate
the MLSS (Freiburg and Geiger-Hille), whilst the rest slightly
underestimate it (Dickhuth-TKM, Dmax, Dickhuth-WLA).
These results coincide with those obtained by Dickhuth
et al., who determined that IAT calculated with the
Dickhuth method is a good predictor for middle distance
and long distance races,[16,49,71,85] although in those studies the ergometer used was a treadmill, not a cycle.

Conclusion

Figure 3. Concordance tendencies and limits, according to the Bland
and Altman statistical method, for the fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l and
MLSS relationship, on cycle ergometer, in Phase 2.

The fixed threshold of 4 mmol/l or OBLA produces slightly
different and higher results than those obtained with all other
methods analyzed, including the direct calculation of MLSS,
meaning an overestimation of training power in the IAT.
The Dickhuth-TKM, Dmax and Dickhuth-WLa IAT calculation methods show a high concordance tendency when carried
out on a cycle ergometer. The Freiburg and Geiger-Hille methods are more divergent. The Simon, Keul and Stegmann methods show a slightly lower tendency and only the Simon and
Keul coincide with each other. The LM method does not
coincide with any of the analyzed methods, giving results that
are slightly lower, whilst the so-called Log-Log method does
not present any concordance with the other studied methods
either, producing a power far below that resulting from the
application of the other analyzed methods.
The comparison of the results obtained from the application of different IAT calculation methods and the results
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obtained in the specific tests for the calculation of MLSS,
when the tests are on a cycle ergometer, conclude that only
three of the analyzed methods (Dickhuth-TKM, Dmax,
Dickhuth-WLa) show a high concordance with the power
calculated directly to know the MLSS, with an almost equal
power. A limitation of the study was the heterogeneity in
exercise capacity of participants, which may be the reason for
the high divergence within the limits of agreement.
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